Vision / Mission / Objectives and Working Strategies 2019 - 2021
The Board of Directors is aware of the significance of the Company’s performance, and therefore fully
engages in setting the corporate vision/ mission based on ensuring its business operations is in line with the
competitive direction of the market so that all executives and employees have shared objectives. Careful
consideration and review are undertaken each year in order for the corporate vision/ mission to be in tune with
the current economic situation.
The Board of Directors and Company executives jointly considered and reviewed the corporate vision,
mission and business strategies for the next 3 years 2019-2021, subsequently reviewed and approved by the
Board of Directors on 22 February 2019.

Vision
To become the leading company that is driven by innovation and creativity in Thailand and South East Asia in
Fashion & Lifestyle industries.

Mission
1. Conduct research and development for innovations, design and provide a variety of new, exciting
products.
2. Collaborate with business partners to develop new brands as well as management, selling, and new
marketing to strengthen reputation and leading position of our existing branded products.
3. Develop a variety of up-to-date distribution channels that can serve lifestyles and demands of each group
of customers.
4. Enhance managerial performance and competence by integrating state-of-the-art technology
throughout the company and our supply chain.
5. Detemine to develop the company in compliance with the Good Governance principle for the
continuous growth.
The Board of Directors recognizes the importance of marketing and being competitive with its business rivals in
both the domestic and foreign markets and, in accordance with the corporate vision and mission, has prescribed 7
Principles of Thought for all executives and employees in the organization to adhere to as guidelines for common
practice under the Company’s philosophy for business operation.
- Create good people values
- Create business value
- Create social opportunities

Principles of Thought
1. Fight for Glory: Enhance fighting spirit among employees which shall start from one’s self and become role
models for others in achieving their goal and winning in business competition by using strategic planning
along with consistent follow-up and being open-minded for any improvement and adjustment.
2. Think positive: Place emphasis on the ideal of positive thinking among employees to instill confidence that
they can surely succeed and achieve their goal by always thinking of achieving success without condition.
3. Discipline: Build up working discipline including in communication and operation, with honesty, integrity
and loyalty to the organization as well as consistent follow up and improvement of work performance.
4. Faith: Promote self-motivation among employees to make them confident of their capability to achieve their
goals and be good to themselves and others, as well as creating good faith towards their managers,
colleagues, subordinates, the Company and the country in order that employees shall take pride, be confident
and committed to their work.
5. Readiness: Undertake personnel development to promote awareness in providing rapid customer
services, courage to be decisive and proactive based on respect for customers with full responsibility
as the Company’s employees.
6. Integrity: Cultivate values of honesty and fairness among employees so that they may apply these
values to themselves, other people, the Company, society and also the nation in both open and hidden
places.
7. Unity: Promote unity among employees by enhancing good cooperation and solidarity in striving to achieve
the corporate goal.
The Company is committed to creating competitive advantages and added value to customers through a
variety of brand aimed at satisfying all of customers’ needs, by focusing on developing business networks with
trading partners and customers in various distribution channels. Many systems and working procedures have also
been improved to conform to rules, regulations, and changing customers’ needs by applying information and
digital technology to create good value to new customer groups with efficient and quick response to the needs of
customers and trading partners for mutual and sustainable business growth. The Company has produced a
business plan for 2019-2021 setting out the Company’s financial and growth targets, as well as to enhance its
capability to attain highest profitability. The Company is fully committed to achieving the set targets by using
the following strategies:

Business Targets
1. The strategy to create, design and provide new products which are appealing and interesting through
research and development of innovation which are diverse and responsive to customers’ demands both
domestically and internationally.
2. The strategy to develop new products based on collaboration with business partners, as well as
effective management of sales and marketing suitable to the times in order to promote and strengthen
its position as a market leader.
3. The strategy to combine modernity with diversity through development of new models of sales and
distribution channels which coincide with the requirements of each customer group by applying
technology to facilitate convenience, rendering the highest satisfaction and impression among
customers.
4. The strategy to enhance and develop management capacity of technology and supply chain in collaboration
with business partners, from production to logistics, for rapid delivery and response to customers’
demands.
5. The strategy of continued growth based on good corporate governance for the best interest and
sustainable returns to shareowners, investors, business allies, related persons, as well as continued human
resources development to enhance their potential and preparedness for change and competitiveness.
Additionally, the Board of Directors is monitoring and following-up on implemented business strategies
with the Management Team reporting on operational plans and formulation of strategy implementation to the
Executive Committee and the Board of Directors respectively on a monthly basis. At such platforms, the reporting
is a key agenda to be acknowledged and discussed in the meetings, and a review undertaken of the quarterly
strategic plan, so that the Management team may take the comments and advice from the Board of Directors and
the Executive Committee to make further improvement.

